
                                                    *** PROVISIONAL REPORT ***

      UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN                   COURSE-INSTRUCTOR SURVEY           Spring 2012 DEPARTMENT COPY
      Yerraballi, Ramesh        BME311      14060     NETWORK ANLY IN BIOMED ENGR        Enrollment = 75
      B000 Basic                                                                         Surveys Returned = 26

                                                                                                            NO. REPLIES
                                                                 NUMBER CHOOSING EACH RESPONSE               THIS ITEM     AVG.

                                                    Str Disag  Disagree    Neutral     Agree    Str Agree
     1 COURSE WELL-ORGANIZED                             0          0          0         11         15           26        4.6
     2 COMMUNICATED INFORMATION EFFECTIVELY              0          1          0          5         20           26        4.7
     3 SHOWED INTEREST IN STUDENT PROGRESS               0          0          0          4         22           26        4.8
     4 ASSIGNMENTS AND TESTS RETURNED PROMPTLY           0          0          2          9         15           26        4.5
     5 STUDENT FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION                     0          0          3          3         20           26        4.7
     6 COURSE OF VALUE TO DATE                           0          0          1         13         12           26        4.4

                                                    Vry Unsat    Unsat    Satisfact  Very Good  Excellent
     7 OVERALL INSTRUCTOR RATING                         0          0          1          3         22           26        4.8
     8 OVERALL COURSE RATING                             0          0          8          8         10           26        4.1

                                                    Excessive     High     Average     Light     Insuffic
     9 STUDENT RATING OF COURSE WORKLOAD                 0          0         21          5          0           26

                                                    Less 2.00  2.00-2.49  2.50-2.99  3.00-3.49  3.50-4.00
    10 OVERALL UT GRADE POINT AVERAGE                    0          2          4         11          9           26

                                                      __A__      __B__      __C__      __D__      __F
    11 PROBABLE COURSE GRADE                            10         12          4          0          0           26
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                 For the computation of averages, values were assigned on a 5-point scale so that the most favorable
                    response was assigned a value of 5 and the least favorable response was assigned a value of 1.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------



COMMENTS:
Total Number of Comments: 17

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1. Dr. Yerraballi is a great professor.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. Professor Yerraballi was an extremely good instructor. I think that this course was very fair.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. Professor Yerraballi is an amazing professor.  He is always prepared for class and makes it enjoyable for the students.  His
quizzes and tests are very fair and returned promptly.  He also makes the student unafraid to ask questions or go by his office
hours to get help with a problem.  Professor Yerraballi is definitely the best professor I have had to date, and I hope that he
will teach more BME classes in the future.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Dr. Y is a very caring professor. He takes the time to make sure all the students understand the material. He goes above and
beyond the effort of any professor I have had at UT to get material across to the students, even if it means spending extra time
in his office hours or making more detailed ppts for us or even youtube video tutorials. I'm not a big fan of circuits but he
broke it down so it was easier to follow. Sometimes though he did slow down too much and it was easy to get lulled intosleep
because 1  the class is early in the morning 2  you stop paying attention if you get what he is talking about for a few minutes.
Overall he is awesome. UT, you need to treat him better, give the man a raise.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. Dr. Yerrabali is a fantastic professor who genuinely cares about his students and their success.  The fact that he is paid merely
fraction of other professors who hardly care to teach and instead focus their entire time on their research is a disgrace to the
system.  Dr. Yerrabali should be compensated justly for his excellent work in helping the School of Engineering maintain its
status as, in fact, a school, and not a research institution.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. Dr. Yerraballi is a great professor! He really cares about his students and makes an effort to help his students every day. He is
more concerned about his students learning the material than the grades that his students get. He is always willing to help and
answer any questions. He deserves a pay raise!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
7. Give him a raise!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8. Great professor, very clear information. the only critique I have is too much "what we did in the last class" intro which took
over 10 minutes of the class time and was often unnecessary. Everything else was great.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9. This class was well organized and Yerraballi really cared about how the students were doing. It is refreshing to have a professor
who cares so much and tries so hard to ensure that everyone fully understands the material. He taught at a good pace and for his
first time teaching the course it was really good.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10. Subject might have generally considered to be dreaded but you made the class interesting for me! I didn't dread the subject
material because you were such an awesome professor, so thanks!     I wish that you would still teach signals...
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11. Dr. Y you were awesome! I don't think I would have like the class as much if you hadn't taught it.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
12. Yerraballi is an incredible professor. He is genuinely interested in the success of his students and is more than willing to
explain things over until it's fully understood. I have never had a UT lecturer as fantastic as Yerraballi.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
13. Dr. Yerraballi was an excellent professor. He is understanding, friendly, amiable, and approachable. He really cares about his
students and wants to make sure everyone understands each concept. He makes his lectures interesting. We are privileged tohave



him as a professor and would love to have him teach us again!!
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
14. Dr. Yerraballi is a great professor  however, sometimes it felt like he over complicated the material during lecture. I feel that
the slides were fairly straight forward and that he should have better utilized them. Dr. Yerraballi can be hard to follow during
lecture, he kind of jumps from board to board during lecture. I believe that without a doubt Dr. Yerraballi is much better
professor than Dr. Emelianov and that Dr. Yerraballi should teach BME 343 next semester and NOT Emelianov. It would be much
better for the students - Dr. Yerraballi is responsive to student's needs and is respectful to us. It would be much much better
for the forth year BME students.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
15. Thank you for being such a great professor Dr. Y. You are one of the few throughout the whole faculty who can really teach and
engage their students in learning. That's not all, it doesn't matter which course it is, you make it interesting enough for them
to motivate them to learn more. Keep doing such a wonderful job Dr. Y.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
16. Great teacher who cares about the performance of his students. It was his first time teaching the class so it could have been
better organized, but it was still better than many of my other classes.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
17. Dr. Yerraballi is one of the best professors I've had at UT. He should be paid more.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------


